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CHAPTER X 

THE AGE OF ROMANTICISM 

THE SECOND CREATIVE PERIOD OF ENGLISH 
LITERA TU RE 

The first half of the nineteenth century records the triumph 
of Romanticism in literature and of democracy in govern
ment ; ancl the two movements are so closely associated, in 
so many nations and in so many periocls of history, that one 
must wonder if there be not sorne relation of cause and eff ect 
between them. J ust as we understand the tremendous ener
gizing influence of Puritanism in the matter of English liberty 
by remembering that the common people had begun to read, 
and that their book was the Bible, so we may understand this 
age of popular government by remembering that the chief 
subject of romantic literature was the essential nobleness of 
common men and the value of the individual. As we read 
now that brief portian of history which lies between the 
Declaration of Inclependence ( 1776) and the English Reform 
Bill of 1832, we are in the presence of such mighty political 
upheavals that "the age of revolution" is the only name by 
which we can adequately characterize it. Its great historie 
movements become intelligible only when we read what was 
written in this periocl ; for the French Revolution and the 
American commonwealth, as well as the establishment of a 
true democracy in England by the Reform Bill, were the 
inevitable results of ideas which literature had spread rapidly 
through the civilized world. Liberty is fundamentally an 
ideal; and that ideal - beautiful, inspiring, compelling, as a 
loved banner in the wind- was kept steadily before men's 
minds by a multitude of books and pamphlets as far apartas 
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Burns's Poems and Thomas Paine's Rights of Man, - all read 
eagerly by the common people, all proclaim'.ng the dignit~ of 
common life, and all uttering the same pass10nate cry agamst 

cvery form of class or caste oppression. 
First the dream, the ideal in sorne human soul; thcn the 

written word which proclaims it, and impresses other minds 
with its truth and beauty ; then the united and determincd 
effort of roen to make the dream a reality, - that seems to 
be a fair estímate of the part that literature plays, even in our 

political progress. 

Historical Summary. The period we are considering begins in the 
latter half of the reign of George III and ends with the accession of 
Victoria in 1837. When on a foggy morning i~ Novemb~r, 17~3, 
King George entered the House of Lord_s and m a tremblm~ VOiee 
recognized the independence of the Umted States of Amenca, he 
unconsciously proclaimed the triumph of that free government by 
free men which had been the ideal of English literature for more 
than a thousand years; though it was not till 1832, when the Reform 
Bill became the Jaw of the land, that England herself learned ~e 
Jesson taugbt her by America, and became the democracy of wh1ch 

her writers had always dreamed. 
The half century between these two events is one of _grea~ turmoil, 

yet of steady advance in every department of Enghsh hfe. Tbe 
storm center of the political unrest was the French 

The French h' h l · d tb 
Revolution Revolution, that frightful uprising w 1c proc a1me e 
natural rights of man and the abolition of class dis~inctions .. l~s 
efTect on the whole civilized world is beyond computat1?º· Patnotic 
clubs and societies multiplied in England, ali assertmg the doc
trine of Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, the watchwords ?f the Re\'O
lution. Young England, led by Pitt the younger, ha1led t_he new 
French republic and offered it friendship; old England, wb1ch par
dons no revolutions but her own, looked with horror on the turmoil 
in France and misled by Burke and the nobles of the realm, forced 

' · · · h. t fi st · the two nations into war. Even P1tt saw a blessmg m t 1s ª. r , 
because the sudden zeal for fighting a foreign nation - which by 
sorne horrible perversion is generally called patriotism - might tum 
men's thoughts from their own to their neighbors' affairs, and so pre
vent a threatened revolution at home. 
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The causes of this threatened revolution were not political but 
economic. By her inl'entions in steel and machinery, and by her 
Economic monopoly of the carrying trade, England had become 
Coudítions "the workshop of the world." Her wealth had increased 
beyond her wildest dreams; but the unequal distribution of that 
wealt~ was a spectacle to make angels weep. The invention of 
machmery at first threw thousands of skilled hand workers out of 
empl~yment; in order to protect a few agriculturists, heavy duties 
~ere 1mposed o_n coro and wheat, and bread rose to famine prices 
JUSt when labo~mg men had the least money to pay for it. There 
followed a cunous spectacle. While England increased in wealth 
and spent vast sums to support her army and subsidize her allies i~ 
~uro~e, _and w~ile nobles, landowners, manufacturers, and merchants 
hv_ed m mcreasmg luxury, a multitude of skilled laborers were clam
or'.ng for work. Fathers sent their ,vives and little children into the 
mmes ~nd factories, w_here sixteen hours' labor would hardly pay for 
th~ da1ly bread; and m every large city were riotous mobs made up 
ch1efl_y_ of hungry men and women. It was this unbearable economic 
cond1~1on, and not any political theory, as Burke supposed, which 
occas1oned the danger of another English revolution. 

It is only when we remember these conditions that we can under
stand two books, Adam Smith's IVealtlt of Nations and Thomas 
Paine's Rights of Man, which can hardly be considered as Jiterature 
but which exercised an enormous influence in England. Smith wa: 
an Oxford scholar, who wrote to uphold the doctrine that labor is 
the o~ly source of a nation's wealth, and that any attempt to force 
labor mto unnatural channels, or to prevent it by protective duties 
from fre~ly obta!ning the raw materials for its industry, is unjust and 
destruct1ve. Pame was a curious cornbination of Jekyll and Hyde, 
shallow and untrustworthy personally, but with a passionate devotion 
to popular liberty. His Rights of Man, published in London in 
179 r, was like one of Burns's lyric outcries against institutions which 
oppressed humanity. Coming so soon after the destruction of the 
Bastille, it adde_d fue! to the flames kindled in England by the 
French_ Revolut1on. The author was driven out of the country, on 
the cun_ous_ ground that he endangered the English constitution, but 
Dot unt1l h1s book had gained a wide sale and influence. 

All these dangers, real and imaginary, passed away when England 
~~ed from the affairs of France to remedy' her mm economic con
ditions. The long Continental war carne toan end with Napoleon's 
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d Englan<l hanng gamed enor-
\'• t loo in 18 1 5 · an ' ¡ overthrow at a er , ' d to the work of re orm at 

. f abroad now turne <l h 
mously m pres ige , . f the African slave tra e ; t e 

home. The destruct1on o h. h included poor 
Reforms mitig'.ltion of horribly unjust la"l's, ,~• ~~e prevention of 

. inals in the same e ass, 
debtors and petty cnm . the extension of manhood 
child labor; the freedom of ~h~ press;inst Catholics in Parliament; 
suffrage ; the abolition of restnctt~; ª!{ar schools, under the leader
the establishment of hundreds o ¿ p t - these are but a few of 
ship of Andrew Bell and Joseph ancas/r,_ Tzation in a single half 
the reforms which mark the progress o lc_1v1 id the emancipation of 

1 d · g33 proc aime 
century. When Eng an '. m Ih 'nconsciously proclaimed her final 
all slaves in ali her colom~s, s e u 
emancipation from barbansm. . 1 . t 

. . f th Age It is intense Y m er-
Literary Characten~tics o e fi. t. reflected the political 
. te how hterature at Is d 

estmg to no l hen the turmoil was over an 
turmoil of the age ; and t 1en, w k f reform how literature 

h ·ghty wor o , 
England began er mi . pirit which shows itself 

d 1 ed a new creat1ve s , 
suddenly eve op h C leridae Byron, Shelley, 
. t of \Vordswort , o o • d 
m the poe ry f S ott Jane Austen, Lamb, an 
Keats, and in the prose o e , f writers whose patriotic 
De Qt~incey,-a wonderf~i!:~~~h:n days, a~d whose gen!us 
enthus1asm suggests the k as the second creat1ve 

d h . ge to be nown ld 
has cause t e'.r a Thus in the early days, when o 
period of our hterature. br ·th the Bastille, Coleridge and 
institutions seemed crum mg w1 h f a " Pantisocracy on 
Southey formed their youthful se er:e o ,, an ideal com-

the banks of the Susque anna, - • ' ia 
Romantic 1 h . h·ch the principies of Mores Utop 
Enthusiasm monwea t , m w I d th fired with po-

. t· Even Wor swor , should be put m prac ice. . 
litical enthusiasm, could wnte, . 

. ·t ·o that dawn to be ahve, Bhss was 1 1 

But to be young was very heaven. 

. . was it must be remembered, that 
The essence of Romant1c1sm . , ontaneous and unaffected 
literature must_ reflect all ;h:t ;5 :pto follow its own fancy in 
in nature and m man, an e re t d this characteristic in the 
its own way. We have already no e 
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work of the Elizabethan dramatists, who followed their own 
genius in opposition to all the laws of the critics. In Coleridge 
we see this independence exp'ressed in "Kubla Khan" and 
"The Ancient Mariner," two dream pictures, one of the popu
lous Oricnt, the other of the lonely sea. In \Vordsworth this 
literary independence led him inward to the hcart of common 
things. Following his own instinct, as Shakespeare <loes, he too 

Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks, 
Sermons in stones, and good in everything. 

And so, more than any other writer of the age, he invests the 
common lif e of nature, and the souls of common men and 
women, with glorious significance. These two poets, Coleridge 
and \Vordsworth, best reprcsent the romantic genius of the 
age in which they lived, though Scott had a greatcr literary 
reputation, and Byron and Shelley had larger audiences. 

The second characteristic of this age is that it is emphatic
ally an age of poetry. The previous century, with its practica! 
An A.ge of outlook on lif e, was largely one of prose ; but now, 
Poetry as in the Elizabcthan Age, the young enthusiasts 
turned as naturally to poetry as a happy man to singing. The 
glory of the age is in the poetry of Scott, Wordsworth, Coler
idge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Moore, and Southey. Of its prose 
works, those of Scott alone have attainecl a very wide reading, 
though the essays of Charles Lamb and the novels of Jane 
Austen have slowly won for their authors a secure place in 
the history of our literature. Coleridge and Southcy (who 
with Wordsworth form the trio of so-called Lake Poets) wrote 
far more prose than poctry; and Southey's prose is much 
better than his verse. It was chara_cteristic of the spirit of 
this age, so different from our own, that Southey could say 
that, in orclcr to earn money, he wrote in verse "what would 
otherwisc have been bettcr written in prose." 

It was during this period that woman a~sumecl, for the first 
time, an important place in our literature. Probably the chief 
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reason for this interesting phenomenon lies in the fact that 
woman was for the first time given sorne slight chance o{ 
women as education, of entering into the intellectual life o{ 
Novelista the race; and, as is always the case when woman is 
given anything like a fair opportunity, she responded magnifi
cently. A secondary reason may be found in the nature of 
the age itself, which was intensely emotional. The French 
Revolution stirred all Europe to its depths, ancl during the 
following half <;entury every great movement in literature, as 
in politics ancl religion, was characterized by strong emotion ; 
which is all the more noticeable by contrast with the cold, 
formal, satiric spirit of the early eighteenth century. As 
woman is naturally more emotional than man, it may well be 
that the spirit of this emotional age attracted her, and gave 
her the opportunity to express herself in literature. 

As all strong emotions tend to extremes, the age produced 
a new type of novel which seems rather hysterical now, but 
which in its own <lay delighted multitudes of readers whose 
nerves were somewhat excited, and who reveled in "bogey" 
stories of supernatural terror. Mrs. Anne Radcliffe (1764-
1823) was one of- the most successful writers of this school 
of exaggerated romance. Her novels, with their azure-eyed 
heroines, haunted castles, trapdoors, bandits, abductions, res
cues in the nick of time, anda general medley of overwrought 
joys and horrors,1 were immensely popular, not only with the 

1 Mrs. Radcliffe's best work is the Mysteries o/ Udolpho. This is the story of a tender 
heroine shut up in a gloomy castle. 0ver her broods the terrible shadow of an ancestor's 
crime. There are the usual "goose-flesh" accompaniments of haunted rooms, secret 
doors, sliding panels, mysterious figures behind old pictures, anda subterranean passage 
leading to a vault, dark and creepy as a tomb. Here the heroine finds a chest witb 
blood-stained papers. By the light of a ftickering candle she reads, with chills and 
shivering, the record of long-buried crimes. A t the psychologic moment the little candle 
suddenly goes out. Then out of the darkness a cold, clammy hand- ugh ! Foolisb 
as such stories seem to us now, they show, first, a wild reaction from the skepticism of 
the preceding age; and second, a development of the medi:cval romance of adventure; 
only the adventure is here inward rather than outward. It faces a ghost instead of a 
dragon; and for this work a nun with her beads is better than a knight in armor. So 
heroines abound, instead of heroes. The age was too educated for medi:cval monsten 
and magic, but not educated enough to reject ghosts and other bogeys. 
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crowd of novel readers b t 1 . 
l
. · , u a so w1th men of . 
iterary genius, like Scott and Byron. unqueshoned 

In marked contrast to these extrav . 
enduring work of Jane A t . agant stones is the 
. us en, w1th her cha . d . 

hons of everyday lif e and f l\í . rmmg escnp-
d 

' 0 ana Edo-eworth h 
erful pictures of Irish l'f 0 

, w ose won-
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' woman to the high ¡ · ¡· 
ature which she has eve . . . P ace m 1ter-
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~ eM~dern (1802), The Quarterly Rcview (1808) B~ k tVZC<fJ 
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8 
, ,ac wood' s 
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th 

ne ion o constructwn A d h 
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u~known writers, like Hazlitt, Lamb a IS_ t e works of 
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nd 
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IS to give every writer of bT h . gazme, wh1ch 
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T HE POETS OF ROMANTICISM l. 

WILLIAM WoRDSWORTH (1770-1850) 

. the new romantic movement in our 
It was m 

1
797 

th
at . Wordsworth and Coleridge 

literature assumed defimte ~orm.S t and there formed 
d th Quantock H1lls, omerse ' 

retire to e k l't ature "adapted to interest 
the deliberate purpose to ma e I er mankind permanently," 

which, they declared, 
classic poetry could 
never do. Helping the 
two poets was W ords
wort h' s sister Dorothy, 
with a woman's love for 
flowers and all beautiful 
things, and a woman's 
divine sympathy for 
human life even in its 
lowliest forros. Though 
a silent partner, she 
furnished perhaps the 
largest share of the in
spiration which resulted 

w1LLIAM woRoswoRTH in the famous Lyrical 

. tnership Coleridge was to take up 
Ballads of I 798 · In their par tic " . while Wordsworth 

t ¡ or at least roman • 
the "superna ura' f elt to things of every day ... 
was "to give the charm o nov_ yf m the lethargy of custom 

. h ind's attent1on ro ld 
by awakenmg t e m . d the wonders of the wor 
and directing it to the love_lt~es: ::eir work is reflected in two 
before us." The whole sp1:1\ o 1 me "The Rime of the An
poems of this remarka~le lit~ e-~º l: ~asterpiece and "Lines 
cient Mariner," which is Co e'.1 ge sAbb y" whlch expresses 

M·¡ bove Tmtern e , 
\Vritten a Few 

I 
esª h' h · one of the noblest 

t' 1 creed and w ic is ds 
Wordsworth's poe ica ' Th t the Lyrical Baila 
and most significant of our poems. a 
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attracted no attention, 1 and was practically ignored by a 
public that would soon go into raptures over Byron's Clti!de 
Haro!d and Don Juan, is of small consequence. Man y men 
will hurry a mile to see skyrockets, who never notice Orion 
and the Pleiades from their own doorstep. Had Wordsworth 
and Coleridge written only this one little book, they would 
still be among the representative writers of an age that pro
claimed the final triumph of Romanticism. 

Life of Wordsworth. To understand the life of him who, in 
Tennyson's words, "uttered nothing base," it is well to read first 
Tite Pre!ude, which records the impressions made u pon Wordsworth's 
mind from his earliest recollection until his full manhood, in 1805, 
when the poem was completed.2 Outwardly his long and uneventful 
life divides itself naturally into four periods: ( 1) his childhood and 
youth, in die Cumberland Bilis, from 1770 to 1787; (2) a period 
of uncertainty, of storm and stress, including his university life at 
Cambridge, his travels abroad, and his revolutionary experience, 
from 1787 to 1797; (3) a short but significant period of finding 
himself and his work, from 1797 to 1799; (4) a long period of 
retirement in the northern lake region, where he was born, and 
where for a foil half century he lived so close to nature that her 
influence is reflected in ali his poetry. When one has outlined these 
four periods he has told almost ali that can be told of a life which 
is marked, not by events, but largely by spiritual experiences. 

Wordsworth was born in 1770 at Cockermouth, Cumberland, where 
the Derwent, 

Fairest of ali rivers, loved 
To blend his murmurs with my nurse's song, 
,And from bis alder shades and rocky falls, 
And from his fords and shallows, sent a voice 
That flowed along my dreams. 

It is almost a shock to one who knows Wordsworth only by his calm 
and noble poetry to read that he was of a moody and violent temper, 
and that his mother despaired of him alone among her frve children. 
She died when he was but eight years old, but not till she had 

1 The Lyrica/ B111/ads were better appreciated in America than in England. The 
first edition was printed here in 18o2. 

2 
The Pre/ude was not published till after Wordsworth's death, nearly half a century later. 
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. which lasted ali his lile, so that he co~ld ~e-
exerted an mfl~,ence of ali our leamings and our lov~s- 1 he 
member her as t~e heart d the orphan was taken m charge 
father died sorne six ye~rs late~::1 at Hawkshead, in the beautiful 
by relatives, who sent h1m to s 1 . th unroofed school of nature 
lake region. Here, apparethnt )d, ·1 ·peline of the classics, and he 

ed h. ore than e isc h" 
attract im m d h"lls and stars than from is 1 f om flowers an 1 
leamed more eager y r V d th's own record in The Prtlude, t ead \ or swor • ' 
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time alone in the woods an e s,d ompanionable though silent; 

. . al though unseen, an e . htf 11 living spmt, re . 1 rk our own, and dehg u Y 
third, his impress1ons are ex~ct y i e mer day spent in swimming, 
familiar. \Vhen he tells of the . ong s~m th bilis. or o( the winter 

. h d questmg mer e ' . 
basking m t e s~n, an h ed the reflection of a star m the 
night when, on h1s_ skates, ~e et:: lake in a boat, and getting su~
black ice ; or of h1s explon~g Id big and strange, - in ali thlS 
denly frightened w~en the "~r g~~wour own vague, happy mem<: 
he is simply recalhng a multitud~ t the woods at night to tend h1S 

ºldhood He goes out m o • h 
ries of ch1 · ther boy's snares, follows t em, 
woodcock snares; he rnns ackross.;n~urries away through the nighL 
finds a woodcock caught, ta es I ' 

And then, 
I heard among the solitary bilis d 
Low breathings coming a~ter me, and soun s 
Of undistinguishable mohon. 

h Any boy who has come home That is like a mental photo~rap . . ·t ·nstantly Again he tells 
h h the woods at night w11l recogmze J I • • t roug rn . . 

'us of going bird's-nesting on the c I s . 

Oh, when I have hung . 
Above the raven's nest, by kn~ts oí ~S3. 

A d half•inch fissures in the shppery rock 
n ( ·1 seemed) But ill-sustained, and almost so i • 

d d b" the blast that blew amam, . 
Suspen e , h t that time Shouldering the naked crag, - o , a , 

While on the perilous ridge I ~unt! ª~::~• dry wind 
With what strange utterance d1d e k . 

1 Th sky seemed not a s } 
Blow through my ~ahr. h temotion moved the clouds ! Of earth, - and w1t w a 
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No man can read such records without finding bis own boyhood again, 
and bis own abounding joy of life, in the poet's early impressions. 

The second period of Wordsworth's life begins with bis unfrersity 
course at Cambridge, in r¡87. In the third book of The Prdude we 
find a dispassionate account of student life, with its trivial occupa
tions, its pleasures and general aimlessness. Wordsworth proved to 
be a very ordinal'}' scholar, following bis own genius rather than the 
curriculum, and looking forward more eagerly to bis vacation among 
the bilis than to bis examinations. Perbaps the most interesting 
thing in bis life at Cambridge was bis fello1rship with the young 
political enthusiasts, whose spirit is expressed in bis remarkable 
poem on the French Revolution, - a poem whicb is better than a 
volume of history to show the hopes and ambitions that stirred ali 
Europe in the first days of that mighty upheaval. Wordsworth made 
two trips to France, in 1790 and 1¡91, seeing things chiefly through 
the rosy spectacles of the young Oxford Republicans. On bis second 
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visit he joined the Girondists, or the moderate Republicans, and 
only the decision of bis relatives, who cut off bis allowance and 
hurried him back to England, prevented bis going headlong to the 
guillotine· \\ith the leaders of bis party. Two things rapidly cooled 
Wordsworth's revolutionary enthusiasm, and ended the only dramatic 
interest of bis placid life. One was the excesses of the Revolution 
itself, and especially the execution of Louis XVI; the other was the 
rise of .i\"apoleon, and the slavish adulation accorded by France to 
this most vulgar and dangerous of tyrants. His coolness soon grew to 
disgust and opposition, as shown by bis subsequent poems; and this 
brought upon him the censure of Shelley, Byron, and other extrem
ists, though it gained the friendship of Scott, who from the first had no 
sympathy with the Revolution or with the young English enthusiasts. 

Of the decisive period of Wordswortb's life, when he was living 
with bis sister Dorothy and with Coleridge at Al{oxden, we ha,·e 
already spoken. The importance of this decision to give himself to 
poetry is e,ident when we remember that, at thirty years of age, he 
was without money or any definite aim or occupation in life. He 
considered the law, but confessed he had no sympathy for its con
tradictory precepts and practices; he considered the ministry, but 
though strongly inclined to the Church, he felt himself not good 
enough for the sacred office ; once he had wanted to be a soldier 
111d serve his countl'}·, but had wavered at the prospect of dying of 
disease in a foreign land and throwing away bis life without glory or 
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profit to anybody. An apparent accident, which looks more to us 
like a special Providence, determined his course. He had taken 
care o{ a young friend, Raisley Calvert, who died of consumption 
and left Wordsworth heir to a few hundred pounds, and to the re
quest that he should give his life to poetry. It was this unexpected 
gift which enabled Wordsworth to retire from the world and follow 
his genius. Ali his life he was poor, and lived in an atmosphere of 
plain living and high thinking. His poetry brought him almost 
nothing in the way of money rewards, and it was only by a series of 
happy accidents that he was enabled to continue his work. One of 
these accidents was that he became a Tory, and soon accepted 
the office of a distributor of stamps, and was later appointed poet 
laureate by the government, - which occasioned Browning's famous 
but ill-considered poem of "The Lost Leader" : 

J ust for a handful oí silver he leít us, 
J ust for a riband to stick in his coat. 

The last half century of Wordsworth's life, in which he retired to 
his beloved lake district and lived successively at Grasmere and 
Rydal Mount, remind one strongly of Browning's long struggle for 
literary recognition. It was marked by the same steadfast purpose, 
the same trusted ideal, the same continuous work, and the same 
tardy recognition by the public. His poetry was mercilessly ridi
culed by nearly ali the magazine critics, who seized upon the worst 
of his work as a standard of judgment; and book after book of 
poems appeared without meeting any success save the approval of 
a few loyal friends. Without d?ubt or impatience he continued bis 
work, trustiog to the future to recognize and approve it. His atti
tude here reminds one strongly of the poor old soldier whom he met 
in the hills,1 who refused to beg or to mention his long service or 
the neglect of his couotry, saying with noble simplicity, 

My trust is in the God of Heaven 
And in the eye oí him who passes me. 

Such work and patience are certain of their reward, and long before 
\\'ordsworth's death he felt the warm sunshine of general approval. 
The wave of popular enthusiasm for Scott and Byron passed by, as 
their limitations were recognized ; and Wordsworth was hailed by 
critics as the first living poet, and one of the greatest that England 

1 Tl,e Prdudc, 13ook IV. 
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\Vordsworth set himself to the task of frceing poetry from all 
its "conceits," of speaking the language of simple truth, and 
of portraying man and nature as they are; and in this good 
work we are apt to miss the beauty, the passion, the intensity, 
that hide themselves under his simplest lines. The second 
difficulty is in the poet, not in the reader. It must be con· 
fessed that \Vordsworth is not always melodious; that he is 
seldom graceful, and only occasionally inspired. When he is 
inspired, few poets can be compared with him; at other times 
the bulk of his verse is so wooden and prosy that we wonder 
how a poet could have written it. Moreover, he is absolutely 
without humor, and so he often fails to see the small step 
that separates the sublime from the ridiculous. In no other 
way can we explain "The Idiot Boy," or pardon the serious 

absurdity of " Peter Bell " and his grieving jackass. 
On account of these difficulties it is wcll to avoid at first 

the longer works and begin with a good book of selections.1 

Poems of When we read these exquisite shorter poems, with 
Nature their noble lines that live forever in our memory, 
we realize that Wordsworth is the greatest poet of nature 
that our literature has produced. If we go further, and study 
the poems that impress us, we shall find four remarkable 
characteristics: (1) Wordsworth is sensitive as a barometer 
to every subtle change in the world about him. In Tlu Pre
lude he compares himself to an reolian harp, which answers 
with harmony to every touch of the wind ; and the figure is 
strikingly accurate, as well as interesting, for there is hardly 
a sight or a sound, from a violet to a mountain and from a 
bird note to the thunder of the cataract, that is not reflected 

in sorne beautiful way in Wordsworth's poetry. 
(2) Of ali the poets who have written of nature there is 

none that compares with him in the truthfulness of his repre
sentation. Burns, like Gray, is apt to read his own emotions 

1 Dowden's Sel,dions from Wordru'llrlh is the best of many such collections. Sel 
Selections for Reading, and Bibliography, at the end of this thapter. 
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"Intimations of Immortality" we see this plain teaching; 
but we can hardly read one of Wordsworth's pages without 
finding it slipped in unobtrusively, like the fragrance of a 
wild flower. 

(3) The tmth of humanity, that is, the common life which 
labors and !oves and shares the general heritage of smiles 
and tears, is the only subject of permanent literary interest. 
Burns and the early poets of the Reviva] began the good work 
of showing the romantic interest of common life; and Words
worth continuecl it in "Michael," "The Solitary Reaper," 
"To a Highland Girl," "Stepping Westward," The E:rcur
sion, and a seo re of les ser poems. J oy and sorrow, not of 
princes or heroes, but "in widest commonalty spread," are 
his themes ; and the hidden purpose of many of his poems is 
to show that the keynote of all lif e is happiness, - not an 
occasional thing, tlre result of chance or circumstance, but a 
heroic thing, to be won, as one would win any other success, 
by work and patience. 

(4) To this natural philosophy of man Wordsworth adds a 
mystic element, the result of his own belief that in every 
natural object there is a reflection of the living God. Nature 
is ever¡where transfused and illumined by Spirit; man also 
is a reflection of the divine Spirit ; ancl we shalJ never under
stand the emotions roused by a flower or a sunset until we 
learn that nature appeals through the eye of man to his inner 
spirit. In a word, nature must be "spiritually discerned." In 
"Tintern Abbey" the spiritual appeal of nature is expressed 
in almost every line; but the mystic conception of man is 

_seen more clearly in "Intimations of Immortality," which 
Emerson calls "the high-water mark of poetry in the nine
teenth century." In this last splendid ode Worclsworth adds 
to his spiritual interpretation of nature and man the alJuring 
doctrine of preexistence, which has appealed so powerfully to 
Hindoo and Greek in turn, and which makes of human life a 
continuous, immortal thing, without end or beginning. 
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The outward shows of sky and earth, 
Of hill and valley, he has .viewed; 

And impulses of deep~r bi~h 
Have come to him m sohtude. 

In common things that round u_s lie 
Sorne random truths he can impart-

The harvest of ª"9 uiet eye . 
That broods and sleeps on his own heart. 
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SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE (1772-1834) 

A grief without a pang, void, dark and drear, 
A stifled, drowsy, unimpassioned grief, 

Which finds no natural outlet, no relief, 
In word, or sigh, or tear. 

In the wonderful "Ode to Dejection," from which the 
above fragment is taken, we have a single strong impression 
of Coleridge's whole life,-a sad, broken, tragic life, in marked 
contrast with the peaceful existence of his friend Wordsworth. 
'For himself, during the greater part of his life, the poet had· 
only grief and remorse as his portion ; but for everybody else, 
for the audiences that were charmed by the brilliancy of his 
literary lectures, for the friends who gathered about him to 
be inspired by his ideals and conversation, and for all his 
readers who found unending delight in the Jittle volume which 
holds his poetry, he had and still has a cheering message, ful! 
of beauty and hope and inspiration. Such is Coleridge, a man 
of grief who makes the world glad . 

Life. In 177 2 there lived in Ottery St. Mary, Devonshire, a queer 
little man, the Rev. John Coleridge, vicar of the parish church and 
master of the local grammar school. In the former ·capacity he 
preached profound sermons, quoting to open-mouthed rustics long 
passages from the Hebrew, which he told them was the very tongue 
of the Holy Ghost. In the latter capacity he wrote for his boys a 
new Latin grammar, to mitigate sorne of the difficulties of traversing 
that terrible jungle by means of ingenio'us bypaths and short cuts. 
For instance, when his boys found the ablative a somewhat difficult 
case to understand, he told them to think of it as the quale-quare
fJUzitditive case, which of course makes its meaning perfectly clear. 
In both these capacities the elder Coleridge was a sincere man, 
gentle and kindly, whose memory was "like a religion" to his sons 
and daughters. In that same year was born Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 
the youngest of thirteen children. He was an extraordinarily preco
cious child, who could_ read at three years of age, and who, before 

was five, had read the Bible and the Arabian Nights, and could 
member an astonishing amount from both books. From three to 

• 


